As agreed at the meeting we will discuss this alternative position with Mr James McEachern, 
General Manaqer of the Inn prior to letting the forthcoming contract. 
We discussed the use of the 'old road' as an alternative to redetermining the footways on the 
A828 between the A85 and Connel Bridge. As I explained, non-motorised users desire lines are 
~ 	such that Transport Scotland .has no confidence that NCN users would actually use the 'old 
road' in practice ... 
On this basis Vie agreed that Transport Scotland would widen and re-determine the west 
footway up the A828 to Connel Bridge. We also agreed with the Community Council that the re- 
determination and widening of the whole of the east footway was unnecessary. It was thus 
agreed that that the footway would only be re-determined from the bridge traffic signals 
northwards across the bridge. On this latter aspect it was agreed that the re-determination of 
the narrow footway across the bridge only legitimises existing practice by cyclists and does not 
preclude cyclists using the carriageway (albeit that cyclists feel guilty holding traffic up when 
they do this). Research demonstrates no danger to pedestrians from cyclists even on the 
narrowest of facilities. This because cyclists are more at risk of injury and will avoid such 
conflicts. 
Given our discussions and agreement on the way forward with the National Cycle Network at 
Connel, Transport Scotland would be grateful if the Community Council would indicate that its 
objections to the draft Re-determination Order may now be regarded as withdrawn. 
During our wide ranging discussions it was intimated to the Community Council that if you have 
redundant signs and other street furniture in the area we will be pleased to arrange removal 
during the forthcoming works. 
Finally, Transport Scotland noted that we would like to erect a number of interpretation signs 
locally for NCt\! users and other visitors together with benches. We had identified a need at the 
Falls of Lora car park but the Council may also wish to consider sites along the shorefront and at 
Connel Bridge (say four sites in total). 
Again, thank you for arranging these discussions. 
Yours sincerely 
J--": 0 J '-'- "-- - 
~. Neil Wands 
Standards Tra1fic & Economics 
cc. James McEachern, The Oyster Inn 
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